Exercise 5: Stakeholder Analyses
1. Develop a draft Charter for your governance board. You'll find a sample written in editable form
(Microsoft Word) in the resources website.
2. After defining the governance board's responsibilities, put together some key responsibilities for the
PPFMO in supporting the board. Do not over-think this at this point; we'll come back to it in a later
chapter.
3. Work through the exercises below to create your own Stakeholder Analysis of the various
relationships that can influence the PPFMO's success in the organization. This is not a traditional
organizational chart - that is, who works for whom - but more of a mind-map based on working and/or
personal relationships (some positive, some adverse).
Stakeholder Analysis
Who is your sponsoring executive?
Who are the peer executives s/he has to deal with on a regular basis?
Draw a diagram that includes all members of the PPFMO's governance board. Show their connections
to the PPFMO sponsoring executive, with coded links to show the type of relationship. It will look
something like this, only much larger to reflect your actual organization.

Beneath the PPFMO, and underneath the executive responsible for them, add in the program managers
running the projects and programs that the governance board oversees. Add coded links to show their
relationship with the PPFMO and/or the governance process.

Congratulations!
You've completed the stakeholder analysis for the PPFMO initiative.
Every vertical line represents an interaction within the PPFMO governing process where an actor's
behavior can be influenced from above. Those are the points where the top cover can be applied, either
to maintain a positive relationship or to reorient one that is frayed.
Does your sponsor have the ability to engage every such actor? If not, now is the time to start building
that bridge.

If you complete the coding of the links, be very cautious before releasing this document to anybody.
People resent being classified, even if you are right (make that: especially if you are right!). If you have
indicated that some are resistant or not supportive, they will just become even more so once they find
out that you wrote your opinion down or - crime of all crimes - shared that view with others. In general,
my advice is: you're better off not even telling anyone you have it, and no matter who says it will be OK
to release it — don't do it. There's a whole lot of downside and no apparent upside.

